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a b s t r a c t
Implantable intracortical microelectrodes face an uphill struggle for widespread clinical use. Their potential for treating a wide range of traumatic and degenerative neural disease is hampered by their unreliability in chronic settings. A major factor in this decline in chronic performance is a reactive response of
brain tissue, which aims to isolate the implanted device from the rest of the healthy tissue. In this review
we present a discussion of materials approaches aimed at modulating the reactive tissue response
through mechanical and biochemical means. Beneﬁts and challenges associated with these approaches
are analyzed, and the importance of multimodal solutions tested in emerging animal models are
presented.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Many traumatic injuries and degenerative diseases in the central nervous system (CNS) are insufﬁciently or completely untreatable, and have a tremendous personal and societal impact. For
example, spinal cord injuries (SCI) occur at a rate of 12,000 cases
per year in the US, currently affect up to 400,000 Americans
[104]. Additionally, there are at least 3.3 million Americans suffering from visual impairment [51] and about 750,000 affected by
severe to profound hearing impairment [99]. The lack of sufﬁcient
treatments for sensory impairment and CNS injuries has stimulated research into using external devices to interface with the
remaining healthy parts of the CNS as a means to restore or
enhance lost neural function. Devices interfacing with the CNS
can be categorized by size into macroelectrodes and microelectrodes. Deep brain stimulation (DBS) using macroelectrodes is
FDA-approved and relatively widespread for the treatment of Parkinson disease [87,170,133,9,20], and is under investigation for the
treatment of major depression [57,88,92,11,4] and chronic pain
[81,26,14]. While DBS macroelectrodes are subject to biological
reactions of brain tissue, they exhibit satisfactory long-term stability due to their size scale and exclusive operation in the stimulation paradigm [44,160,100,21,102,78,50]. On the other hand,
intracortical microelectrodes have been used with varying degrees
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of success to treat blindness [101] and deafness [86,79] as well as
enable bladder and muscle control in paralyzed patients [35]. The
smaller size scale and the desired operation in both the recording
and stimulation paradigms, however, mean that the quest for
widespread clinical adoption of implantable intracortical microelectrodes faces a host of formidable obstacles. As such, intracortical microelectrodes and their mechanical and biochemical design
considerations will be the subject of this review.
Intracortical microelectrodes are a major focus of research for
implantable neural interfaces due to their ability to isolate smaller
neuronal populations for recording and/or stimulation, as well as
their ability to selectively target different cortical depths. While
intracortical microelectrodes show great promise, they are unreliable in chronic settings, displaying a drop in signal to noise ratio
(SNR), an increase in impedance, and a loss of neuronal discrimination with time post-implant [161,167]. This degradation in intracortical device performance is generally correlated with a
reactive response of brain tissue. A recent retrospective analysis
indicates that while acute mechanical failure is responsible for a
large proportion of current device failures [8], the reactive tissue
response remains a major factor in the decline of chronic device
performance if acute failure is otherwise controlled.
This reactive tissue response is a complex aggregate of interdependent responses involving multiple native and invading cell
types, including microglia, astrocytes, neurons dural ﬁbroblasts,
and blood borne cells. The immune response typically presents
two distinct phases. An acute phase starts immediately following
the insertion of the device, which causes the breach of the blood
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brain barrier (BBB), and the introduction and accumulation of
blood borne components and cells [139]. Consequent edema, accumulation of proteins, and secretion of inﬂammatory cytokines
results in the activation and recruitment of microglia to the surface
of the inserted device, followed by reactive astrocytes [12,40]. This
volatile stage transitions into a more stable chronic phase characterized by the encapsulation of the device in a tightly bound glial
sheath accompanied by the loss of recording sensitivity over time.
Recordings can be recovered temporarily by the application of DC
pulses, which are hypothesized to disrupt the tight junctions of the
astrocytes in the glial sheath [59,105], but maintaining reliably
high ﬁdelity chronic recordings remains challenging.
The exact biological pathways governing the progression of the
reactive tissue response to intracortical devices are not well characterized. An important ﬁnding from recent years is the conﬁrmation of the biphasic nature of the reactive tissue response [117],
where a highly volatile acute stage that appears to respond well
to various interventions transitions to a chronic stage that is more
or less impervious to current treatment approaches. Changes in
electrophysiological characteristics of the implanted electrode
generally do not correspond well with observed cellular responses
during the acute stage [120,121], questioning the efﬁcacy of
impedance monitoring in predicting the progression of the tissue
response. Chronic damage to the BBB resulting from the indwelling
of the implanted device appears to be one of the dominant factors
in the extent of device failure [139,61]. Additionally, the reactive
tissue response has been shown to be non-uniform and depth
related [173], with stronger scarring closer to the surface of the
brain. Transdural implants elicit a much higher response than subdural implants that are inserted completely below the meninges
[93], and a recent retrospective analysis of intracortical microelectrode failure revealed widely variable meningeal reactions in nonhuman primates [8]. These ﬁndings collectively suggest that the
introduction of dural ﬁbroblasts and blood borne cells and proteins
into the brain activates inﬂammatory pathways, and that this activation is strongest at the site of injury to these structures. Potential
possible mechanisms include accumulation of reactive oxygen species and activation of toll-like receptor 4 (TL4) precipitating
microglial activation and neuronal degeneration [116,127].
While these recent ﬁndings shed more light on the biological
mechanisms governing the progression of the reactive tissue
response, they suggest the importance of simultaneously examining multiple components of the reactive tissue response at multiple time scales. Reductionist approaches to understanding and
mitigating the reactive tissue response have had limited success.
This suggests that the problem is multi-dimensional, and likely
non-linear. Thus, single-factor or other limited experimental
designs are unlikely to provide meaningful data, particularly in
the chronic phase of the tissue response. Despite the limitations
of these reductionist approaches, several factors have shown to
modulate the reactive tissue response, particularly the acute phase.
Two of the most signiﬁcant factors have been: (1) the mechanical
structure and size of the substrate of the device and (2) modulation
of the local biochemical environment around the device. In the following sections we will review these mechanical and biochemical
intervention strategies with respect to the reactive tissue response
and device performance.

2. Mechanical approaches
2.1. Substrate material
2.1.1. Mechanical mismatch between device and tissue
A signiﬁcant difference in stiffness exists between brain tissue
and electrode materials. Conventionally used substrate materials

such as tungsten, silicon, platinum, steel, and glass have a Young’s
modulus (i.e., a measure of stiffness) of 6–7 orders of magnitude
greater than that of the brain tissue [77,156]. Due to this mismatch,
micromotion generated by respiratory and pulsatile movement can
perturb the surrounding tissue over a long period of time by exerting shear stress on the tissue and/or by cutting off the tissue with
sharp edges [76,32,39].
To identify the effect of rigid electrode materials to brain tissue,
several parameters including geometry, material properties, buckling load, and estimated force were taken into consideration [34].
Mathematical modeling studies using ﬁnite-element model
(FEM) were conducted to evaluate the extent of shear stress
induced by micromotion [153,76,180]. These results suggest that
the implanted devices indeed generate strong enough stress on
surrounding cells to stretch-activate ion channels and cause deformation. In vitro cell culture studies veriﬁed that an increased level
of astrogliosis and neuronal death may happen in excessive strain
conditions [29]. Furthermore, the use of soft materials can potentially reduce the shear stress by several orders of magnitude and
minimize the possibility of damaging the surrounding tissue, leading to a healthy neuronal environment. In addition, neurons were
found to extend their projections more actively to a preferred
range of stiffness, mostly at lower moduli than that of conventional
materials, and this further strengthens the idea of using soft materials [75,31,64].
2.1.2. Flexible substrates
Early generation electrodes speciﬁcally designed to meet the
ﬂexibility constraint were polyimide-based microelectrodes
[152,136,77,156]. The fabrication of these devices involved metal
sites sandwiched by thin ﬁlm of polyimide using standard planar
photolithographic techniques. Fig. 1 shows examples of polyimidebased electrode architecture. Parylene-C is also considered to be
a suitable material which can serve as a ﬂexible substrate backbone [154,111,132,68]. These types of electrodes reduced the
strain forces between the tissue and the devices caused by micromotion, which can potentially enhance the devices’ functional longevity. However, these materials did not show an improved surface
chemistry over silicon as evidenced by cytoarchitectural examinations [168]. While ﬂexible substrate materials offer advantages in
providing a lower Young’s modulus and ease of prototyping/fabrication, their major disadvantage is their need for aid in insertion.
Since the stiffness of the electrodes made out of compliant materials is targeted to match with the brain tissue after insertion, the
electrodes are likely to buckle on the surface of the cortex when
attempting to penetrate into the meninges [76].
Insertion of ﬂexible devices has been enabled by using insertion
platforms that provide increased rigidity to push the electrode
through the pia mater. The device surface can be coated with an
agent that is rigid, biocompatible, and rapidly biodegradable while
breaking down into biocompatible metabolites. Coating the device
with carboxyl monolayer, poly(ethylene–glycol) (PEG), gelatin, or
tyrosine-derived resorbing polymers has been proposed to provide
enough rigidity for insertion [73,24,84,82]. With such insertion
aids, the mechanical properties of electrodes were successfully
modulated within physiological conditions. Side effects, however,
may exist as these carriers increase the surface area of the shank,
evoking greater tissue damage. Dissolvable insertion shuttles
might also subject their cargo to substantial ﬂuid forces [126]. In
addition, ﬂexible electrodes that are insertion-guided by carriers
will need to consider the long-term effects of the carrier need to
be considered in order to accurately examine the performance of
ﬂexible substrate material itself.
A solution to such potential pitfalls might be the use of mechanically adaptive nanocomposite materials. One example uses rigid
cellulose nanoﬁbers embedded within a soft polymeric matrix,
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resulting in a substrate material that is rigid when dry but becomes
ﬂexible upon hydration in the brain [38,45]. Shape memory polymers could also potentially be used as substrate materials exhibiting rigid-soft state transition upon hydration [163]. For
applications requiring access to deeper regions of the brain, such
as the thalamus, ductile metals such as titanium offer a unique
combination of robustness and ﬂexibility in spite of their relatively
high Young’s modulus [95,96]
While large leaps have been made with ﬂexible substrate materials, multiple concerns remain. Recent ﬁndings indicate that material density might be as important as its stiffness [83], reafﬁrming
the need for further studies to understand the role of mechanotransduction in the brain. Moreover, while highly ﬂexible electrode
material may be beneﬁcial in reducing tissue responses, their tendency of moving and ﬂexing according to the brain movement may
be detrimental to locating and ﬁxing the electrode at the target
position. Site-substrate modulus mismatch can potentially be
another issue that needs further investigation.
2.2. Form factor
Size and architecture of the electrode are often tightly bound to
materials, as different fabrication processes result in different
shapes of devices. Nonetheless, it is not solely the material itself
that determines the functionality of a newly design electrode.
Material, size/architecture, and insertion/anchoring techniques
need to be rigorously discussed at the same time in the design of
an intracortical electrode. A trade-off also needs to be considered
between single-shank and multi-shank devices. Increasing the
number of shanks per implanted device provides redundancy
which insulated against the risk of total device encapsulation of
single-shank devices, but increases the likelihood of striking a
major blood vessel.
2.2.1. Size and architecture
Intuitively, electrodes with smaller cross-sectional area are
likely to cause a smaller mechanical injury. A small amount of
exposed surface area to the brain tissue reduces the macrophage
recruitment to the electrode, which in turn mitigates the total
acute phase of the reactive tissue response, including the neuronal
kill zone [10,155,146,158]. Recent research utilizing small size
electrodes has histologically veriﬁed that smaller electrodes cause
less severe astrogliosis and blood brain barrier (BBB) instability
[143,74,62]. However, a major disadvantage of using such small
electrode sites is the corresponding compromise of the sensitivity
of neural recordings or charge carrying capacity of microstimulation [97,90].
In addition to size, electrode architecture is another important
design factor to be considered. A physical interpretation of architecture modulation is to make the sites undergo less severe foreign
body response (FBR) than normally expected with the shank size.
Seymour et al. evaluated an electrode design that put sites on a lateral wing structure so that sites are spatially separated from the
bulky shank [143,144]. Their work demonstrated the effectiveness
of modulating site placement and introduced the concept of lattice
structure (i.e., open architecture) to intracortical electrodes, as
shown in Fig. 2. Early use of electrode perforation to maintain electrode-tissue interface integrity was mostly done for planar surface
arrays [17]. For intracortical electrodes, lattice structures are
expected to re-establish the cell-to-cell network severed during
the insertion and enhance isotropic diffusion of cell signaling molecules [143]. Lattice designs also exhibit a small cross-section,
reducing the area to which glial cells can react [146]. This design
is an active research area [36] and chronic electrophysiological
recordings and cytokine analysis must be evaluated in future studies in order to validate immunohistological ﬁndings.
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2.2.2. Insertion/anchoring
The sharpness of the electrode tip becomes less crucial as electrodes gets smaller, but cannot be neglected since blunt tips evoke
a more severe tissue response as they result in higher tissue strain
and vascular damage during device insertion [16]. As long as the
tip is sharpened, however, differently shaped tapered tips did not
result in different degrees of tissue response, whether it was a
sword- or chisel-pointed tips [30]. Higher insertion speeds can compensate for blunt tips by enabling the devices to neatly penetrate the
tissue without causing tissue distortion due to vascular severing,
rupturing, or dragging [135,129,164]. Different shank shapes were
also found to elicit different tissue response, such that cylindrical
shafts caused less tissue response than planar shafts [62]. As shank
shape has little to do with insertion-related injury, sharper planar
shanks might induce more tissue damage from micromotion.
The degree of micromotion effect is also tightly related to
anchoring method. Functional electrodes are normally anchored
to the skull directly or via tethering cables to protect the device
from external forces. This makes them more prone to induce injuries during micromotion, as opposed to non-functional free-ﬂoating electrodes that are more likely to move along with brain
tissues. Histological studies have veriﬁed that anchored devices
evoke signiﬁcantly greater immune response than un-anchored
devices [69,13,158]. Nonetheless, current technologies do not
allow for functionally active and fully free-ﬂoating electrodes,
completely free of tethering forces due to cabling. Even putative
wireless electronics will have signiﬁcant momentum that will
likely result in non-zero tethering forces. Fig. 3 presents a visual
comparison between tethered and untethered electrodes.
All in all, a number of studies have provided insights to the
mechanical factors inﬂuencing the chronic functionality of electrodes. However, some studies combined their approach with several other paradigms such as surface coatings, suggesting that the
results may not be solely due to the mechanical factors. Better
understanding of biochemical perspectives is also required to
address the complicated nonlinear multimodal problem.
3. Drug delivery and biomimetic approaches
A twin approach to mechanical design considerations is the biochemical manipulation of the local microenvironment using biomolecules that act through either endocytosis or surface
interactions. CNS injury results in the breach of the blood brain
barrier (BBB), causing inﬁltration of blood borne macrophages, leukocytes, dural ﬁbroblasts, and other cells which are otherwise foreign to the brain. Additionally, the persistent presence of an
implanted device in the brain activates microglia causing secretion
of various inﬂammatory cytokines [115,61,120]. While some of
these secreted molecules are neuroprotective in nature, many of
them are pro-inﬂammatory and neurotoxic. Hence, a plausible
strategy is to deliver anti-inﬂammatory drugs and other biomolecules to promote neuronal health, and/or to inhibit the production
of inhibitory molecules like chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans to
the implant site. As per this approach, researchers have used various anti-inﬂammatory drugs, antibiotics, anti-oxidants, cell-cycle
inhibitors and neuropeptides that act via various mechanisms
and were delivered with a range of techniques [145,43,179,
128,116,118]. In this section we will compare and contrast the
drug-acting mechanism was well as the delivery technique in the
development of neuroengineered materials.
3.1. Systemic delivery: beneﬁts and challenges
Systemic delivery of drugs/molecules is by far the most common method owing to its feasibility and relative non-invasiveness.
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The majority of these drugs target various stages of known inﬂammatory pathways. The spinal cord and traumatic brain injury literature provide us with a wide variety of potential therapeutics that
are good candidates to be screened for use with implantable neural
microelectrodes. One example, hydralazine, can scavenge particular molecular byproducts of spinal cord injury, and induce some
degree of behavioral recovery [80]. Other polymeric molecules like
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) have shown potential in treating spinal
cord and traumatic brain injury. PEG can induce cellular recovery
following peripheral injection due to its hydrophilicity, which
allow it to induce membrane sealing, and consequently, behavioral
recovery [91,18,72,70,71]. PEG has also been shown to prevent
changes in microelectrode impedance associated with protein
adsorption in vitro and in vivo [147,148]. One of the most commonly used anti-inﬂammatory drugs in the context of implantable
neural microelectrodes is dexamethasone. Dexamethasone is a
potent anti-inﬂammatory drug that acts on glucocorticoid receptors, and has been shown to result in reduced glial scar formation
when injected systematically for six days compared to a single
injection [145,149]. Administration of minocycline, an antibiotic,
for 2 days before and 5 days after implantation correlated with better quality of neural recordings from rats for 1 month [128]. Natural antioxidants that act by scavenging reactive oxygen species,
such as resveratrol and curcumin, have been shown to reduce
the intensity of glial scarring and BBB permeability [116,118].
The success reported in these studies, however, manifested primarily during the acute phase, but dematerialized once the chronic
response emerged. Thus, there is a strong need to further study the
genetic and biochemical mechanisms governing the transition
between the two injury phases. Additional obstacles facing systemically administered drugs include BBB permeability, multiple
injections, peripheral metabolism, the need for higher dosages,
and other side effects. For example, dexamethasone overdosing
results in side effects in multiple organs [140]. These aforementioned disadvantages to peripheral, systemic delivery have stimulated research into more localized forms of delivery.
3.2. Local delivery
3.2.1. Microﬂuidics
Initial attempts were centered on the use of microﬂuidic technology to pump drug-carrying solutions through microﬂuidic
channels built into micromachined implantable probes. The ﬁrst
reported design of such a device in a silicon-based planar device
featured buried microﬂuidic channels with ﬂuid outlet ports
located cross-sectionally [25]. Improvements on this design
included shuttered release ports to reduce the effects of passive
diffusion from open ports [107,108]. Alternative designs used open
channels where the drug would diffuse out of the entire length of
the channel [130,131], and a ﬂexible microcatheter afﬁxed to the
back of a regular Michigan array [134]. Microﬂuidic technology
has also been attempted in ﬂexible polymer-based devices, such
as polyimide [98] and parylene [157,181]. These microﬂuidic
approaches are feasible in acute settings, but practical challenges
concerning channel patency, biofouling during insertion, and
chronic attachment to a pump have led to the development of
alternative drug delivery approaches. However, successes of microﬂuidic technology in other biomedical applications [110] suggest
that further improvements of this approach may be feasible.
3.2.2. Drug release and coatings
The most prevalent drug delivery platform that has been used
in conjunction with implantable neural electrodes is hydrogels.
Hydrogels are networks of hydrophilic polymeric molecules, held
in shape by molecular entanglement, secondary forces, or covalent
crosslinking [48]. Engineering hydrogels for biomedical applica-

tions continues to be an extensive and extremely active area of
research [112,122,109,49]. Hydrogels feature prominently in neural repair and tissue engineering strategies [142,166,103], making
research into their uses with implantable neural microelectrodes
a logical next step. Hydrogels can be based on a wide variety of
synthetic and naturally-occurring polymeric molecules, including,
but not limited to, hyaluronic acid (HA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic
acid) (PLGA), poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), agarose, alginate, ﬁbrin,
and chitosan [63]. Attempts have been made at improving neuronal interfacing with devices by releasing neurotrophic factors, such
as NGF, from various hydrogels, such as PEG/PLA [169], and pHEMA [22,56]. Alginate hydrogels have been used to improve electrical properties of deposited polypyrrole ﬁlms [65,69]. Such alginate
hydrogels were shown to be capable of releasing dexamethasoneloaded nanoparticles, resulting in reduced glial inﬂammation
around the electrodes for up to a few weeks [145,66]. Dexamethasone-releasing hydrogels are able to provide sensitive neural
recordings, but only in conjunction with conductive polymers
deposited on the electrode site, due to spatial displacement of neurons because of the size scale and swelling of the hydrogels [67].
This size scale, reaching up to 360 lm [2], has led to interest in
drug release from smaller scale ﬁlms.
Micron-scale evaporation-deposited nitrocellulose ﬁlms have
been successfully used to release alpha-melanocyte stimulating
hormone (a-MSH), reducing microglial activation in vitro) [178],
and dexamethasone [179], attenuating glial responses and
decreasing neuronal loss in vivo. Conducting polymers (CP), which
have been shown to be excellent materials for neural recording
[90,89] and microstimulation [165], offer an interesting potential
as sub-micron scale platforms for electrochemically-actuated drug
release. Passive dexamethasone release from polypyrrole showed
reduced microglial activation in vitro [162], while improved release
characteristics were realized through electrochemical actuation of
PLGA-templated PEDOT nanotubes [1]. The biggest challenge facing CP ﬁlms as a drug release platform is their localization to the
microelectrode site through an electrochemical deposition process,
indicating the potential superiority of ﬁlms with higher surface
coverage.
Even thinner ﬁlms can be achieved by dip-coating layers of nonswelling molecules. One such example is a prodrug synthesized by
linking poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone) with prednisolone via hydrazone
linkage to form a biocompatible nanoscale ﬁlm. This nanoscale ﬁlm
was shown to be capable of releasing prednisolone at physiological
pH conditions and resulted in the reduction of microglial activation
markers in vitro [23], but it is unclear how such ﬁlms would affect
the electrical characteristics of neural microelectrodes. Other
nanoscale ﬁlms under investigation for use in neural microelectrodes are silica thin ﬁlms produced using a sol–gel process. As a
potential drug release platform, silica thin ﬁlms do not have negative effects on the electrical properties of neural microelectrodes
[114], and have been shown to be capable of releasing a variety
of therapeutic molecules [125,124,123]. Recent work with ﬂexible
shank materials (reviewed in the previous section) avoids coatings
and instead involves incorporating drugs into the polymeric components of these ﬂexible shanks [118]. Fig. 4 shows an example
in the difference in size between hydrogel and sol–gel thin ﬁlm
coatings.
3.2.3. Surface mediated interactions
Similarly drawing inspiration from the tissue engineering literature is the concept of modifying the surface of implantable neural
microelectrodes to mimic healthy extracellular matrix of the brain
parenchyma. This biomimetic approach has two main branches.
The ﬁrst approach aims to encourage neuron attachment to the
electrode, while the second approach aims to manipulate glial cells
in an attempt to attenuate glial scar formation [115].
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Fig. 1. Schematic views of polyimide-based electrodes: (a) a standard version of polyimide electrodes [136] and (b) a silicon backbone layer attached version with partially
ﬂexible area [77]. Electrode sites are shown in black.

Fig. 2. A parylene-based electrode design with a ﬂexible lateral wing: (a) a SEM view and (b)–(e) CAD drawings of lattice structure electrodes with different perforation sizes
[143].

Several groups have attempted to create surfaces more conducive to neural growth by incorporating or immobilizing cell adhesion molecules. A common approach is the use of multipeptide
laminin fragments for the purpose of modulating neural attachment and growth. The coating methods employed include covalent
immobilization on dextran-coated surfaces [94], covalent immobilization on amino-modiﬁed glass [60], self-assembling peptide
nanoﬁbers [175,159], co-polymerization with conductive polymers
[27,151], electrostatic layer-by-layer deposition [42], microcontact

printing [52,58], ﬁber templating within a hydrogel [176], and
covalent binding to silica sol–gel [54,53,55].
In vitro results generally show that surfaces functionalized with
whole laminin [41], laminin sequences YIGSR [27,176], or IKVAV
result in improved neuron and neuron-like cell (PC12) growth.
The incorporation of the laminin fragment RGD, however, results
at best in a non-speciﬁc effect on multiple cell types [177] and at
worst a preferential adhesion afﬁnity for non-neuronal cells [60].
More recently, the immobilization of a neuron speciﬁc adhesion
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Fig. 3. An illustration of tethered vs un-tethered (or anchored vs un-anchored) implantation techniques. Un-tethered implant is completely sealed beneath artiﬁcial dura,
leaving no connection to the artiﬁcial bone or skull. In contrast, tethered implant is glued to the sealant materials. From Ref. [158].

statically deposited laminin [42] and a-MSH functionalized using
silane chemistry [43] result in a less intense glial scar as measured
by immunohistochemistry and cytokine measurements Recent
insights into the factors involved in the reactive tissue response
suggest a potentially wider range of biomimetic approaches, such
as superoxide dismutase mimetic surfaces to reduce accumulation
of reactive oxygen species [119].
4. Summary: challenges and future directions

Fig. 4. An example in the difference in the size scale between sub-millimeter to
micrometer scale hydrogels (A, [2]) in the hydrated state (left column) vs the
dehydrated state (right column), and nanoscale sol–gel silica thin-ﬁlms (B, [114]).
An examination of potential tradeoffs between the two coatings should be
conducted when designing a solution to modulate the reactive tissue response.

molecule, L1, on silicon electrodes was investigated and showed
improved neural adhesion in vitro [7] and in vivo [5,6].
The use of peptide adhesion sequences targeting astrocytes has
shown that YIGSR and IKVAV have no effect on astrocyte growth
and adhesion in vitro, but that the Neural Cell Adhesion Molecule
(NCAM) sequence KHIFSDDSSE causes increased astrocyte growth
compared to ﬁbroblasts [60]. Since NCAM is known to have an
inhibitory effect on astrocyte proliferation following injury [150],
Kam et al. argue that immobilizing the KHIFSDDSSE sequence to
a neural electrode could attenuate the intensity of the resulting
glial scar in vivo.
While these in vitro studies show potential for biomimetic coatings, the results have not translated quite as successfully in vivo.
Cui et al. have shown that the incorporation of YIGSR in polypyrrole coatings result in more neuron survival at the electrode site
compared to control sites [28]. He et al. demonstrate that electro-

Despite some of the approaches discussed in this review reporting improvements in the acute reactive tissue response, very few
have shown signiﬁcant and consistent results in mitigating the
chronic reactive tissue response and improving device performance reliability. Within the scope of the review presented here,
there are several new directions for design and evaluation that
deserve investigation. Speciﬁcally: (1) adaptive, hybrid substrates/composite materials, (2) improved device-tissue evaluation
techniques, (3) more appropriate animal models, and (4) assessment of the multi-dimensional interaction in the reactive tissue
response.
Hybrid substrates or composite materials can be designed to
possess the desired properties of a brain-matched Young’s modulus with an appropriate form factor and speciﬁcally targeted surface chemistries. Using composite materials, Kozai et al. showed
that ultrasmall devices may exhibit a ‘‘stealth-like’’ property in
the tissue [74]. Meanwhile, other devices that adapt their mechanical properties post-insertion should allow for sufﬁcient strength
for penetration of the pia mater, but a relaxation of stiffness after
a certain period of time [126,163,37,38]. Finally, advancements in
micro- and nano-printing technologies will provide the ability to
tailor the mitigation strategy to the spatially-patterned tissue
response [173]. Speciﬁcally, novel ultrasonic on-demand microplotting technology should provide the ability to spatially deliver
neuroactive compounds on the surface of implanted electrode
arrays.
The ﬁeld will also beneﬁt from the development of better and
more consistent evaluation techniques. The ability to image
detailed cellular and sub-cellular anatomy in thick sections that
contain devices, or in fully intact biological systems
[174,171,172,173] are major technological improvements. The
ability to image device–tissue interactions in vivo provides another
step forward, allowing longitudinal observations [141]. Better evaluation techniques will also enable a deeper examination of the
contributions of surgical technique variability to the overall variations in tissue responses.
Ultimately, neural microelectrodes require validation via preclinical (i.e., animal) studies, and ﬁnally clinical studies. Current
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clinical studies offer unprecedented evaluation of device performance [47,113,46]; however, pre-clinical evaluation must still be
conducted for new or modiﬁed devices. Patrick Tresco conducted
a retrospective literature analysis of the neural-implanted microdevice literature, and his ﬁndings suggested that rodents are
not an appropriate testing model; only feline models or larger
should be chosen (Patrick Tresco, personal communication). The
non-human primate model system has provided valuable information about overall device performance [8], especially under challenging mechanical circumstances, such as a 3G acceleration
event [137]; however, non-human primates are expensive testbeds for initial studies of newly designed device modiﬁcations.
The swine is an emerging pre-clinical model, speciﬁcally, the Yucatan mini-pig [19,3]. The swine model offers the advantages of sulcogyral topography, as well as considerably better human
anatomical and physiological semblance than rodents or felines.
Furthermore, swine are considerably cheaper and easier to acquire
than non-human primates. While swine present challenges to consistent stereotactic application due to their pneumatized frontal
sinuses and oblique ear canals [85,33,138], thus making them
more attractive as a peripheral model, robust steps are being taken
to overcome this challenge through the use of improved swinespeciﬁc stereotactic apparatuses [15].
Finally, future approaches need to assess and mitigate the
multi-dimensional interaction in the reactive tissue response.
Simultaneous collection of multi-parametric data, including local
and systemic biochemistry, electrophysiology, impedance spectroscopy, as well in vivo imaging will allow for high-dimensional
analysis of correlation. Recent reports from the Bellamkonda lab
provide exemplars of this approach [61,62,139]. Alternative
approaches that attempt to determine causality through proinﬂammatory challenges and accelerated lifetime experiments
are expected to shed light on the multi-dimensionality of the problem [106].
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